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ABSTRACT
Thermionic energy conversion (TEC) deserves consideration for topping
any conversion or process system that receives heat from an energy source at
much higher temperatures: In recent TEC-topping analyses, overall plant
efficiency (OPE) and cost of electricity (COE) improve slightly with current
capabilities and substantially with fully matured technologies. And en-
o hanced credibility derives from proven hot-corrosion protection for TEC by
cp silicon-carbide clads in fossil-fuel combustion products.
W Combustion augmentation with TEC (CATEC) affords minimal cost and plant
perturbation, but with smaller OPE and COE improvements than more conven-
tional topping applications. However risk minimization as well as compara-
tive simplicity and convenience favor CATEC for early market penetration.
Therefore a program-management plan is apropos. That plan, its inputs,
characteristics, outputs and capabilities are subjects of this report.
Executive Summary
The demonstration of hot-corrosion protection by silicon-carbide clads
in fossil-fuel combustion products confers credibility on proposed terres-
trial applications of thermionic energy conversion (TEC): Now the gamut of
TEC topping and process-heating proposals commands the respect of reality.
And topping-study results predicting higher overall plant efficiency (OPE)
and lower cost of electricity (COE) for current TEC technology mean savings
of fuel and funds - here and now.
An interesting concept generalizes topping through combustion augmen-
tion with TEC (CATEC): In this approach TEC protects combustor walls, pre-
heats combustion air, delivers suitably cooled effluent to lower-temperature
conversion or process systems, and generates additional electric power. All
these desirable effects derive from modifying or replacing combustors, not
from building new topping plants. Of course CATEC operates on a relatively
small fraction of the total plant energy throughput. But it increases OPE
and reduces COE with demonstrated TEC capability and minimal plant perturba-
tion. Furthermore this method of skimming the high-temperature cream off
combustion Carnot cycles applies to fluid-fueled atmoshperic, pressurized
and even coal-fired combustors.
In fact those three phases constitute a program proposed to develop
CATEC in atmospheric, pressurized and coal-fired versions. Near the end of
July 1980 developmental steps detailed by DOE project management underwent
review and revision of precedences and durations by the program management
in consultation with primary contractors (Rasor Associates Incorporated
(RAI) and Thermo Electron Corporation (TECO)). At that time condensed cri-
tical-path Gantt charts for the three CATEC Program phases were available,
projecting through applications development and support (ADS). Then cooper-
ative efforts with Aerospace Corporation (AC) began to adapt CATEC plans to
the computerized Program Management System (PMS) that they provide to DOE.
In the interim (early December 1980) TECO, Brown Boveri Turbomachinery
(BBT) and RAI, United Technologies Corporation (UTC) teams presented results
from separate studies of CATEC used with combined cycles and integrated coal
gasification: Although the approaches differed considerably, the findings
were consistent - higher OPE and lower COE with current TEC capabilities.
The gains for existing pressurized-CATEC technologies are equivalent to
about a 200°F increase in gas-turbine-inlet temperatures initially ranging
up to 2200°F (over 370°F for second-generation TEC and still higher for
the third generation).
Now various AC PMS outputs are available for CATEC ADS. This report
presents and discusses some of these computerized implementations for pro-
grammatic guidance and control.
Topping with Thermionic Energy Conversion (TEC)
Several years ago a paucity of TEC-topping papers existed. Although
the number of such publications available today-is not plethoric, it is ade-
quate to project TEC-topping potentialities (refs 1 to 21). Analyses indi-
cate definite improvements in overall plant efficiency (OPE) and cost of
electricity (COE) with TEC topping of plants (TEC TOP) for lower-temperature
conversion or process systems energized by fossil-fuel combustion: These
predicted gains are small for current TEC-TOP capabilities but substantial
for fully matured technologies.
Such implications encourage the inference that terrestrial applications
of TEC are assured. But without hot-corrosion protection from fossil-fuel
combustion products, TEC TOP and its high-temperature, high-power-density
benefits (refs 12, 13 and 17) are inaccessible. However the technology evo-
lution necessary to break the hot-corrosion barrier is apparently at hand as
reference 21 indicates:
Silicon-carbide (SiC) dads for TEC in topping of powerplants arose
as a promising solution to this hot-corrosion problem (refs. 1, 13 to
17 and 22 to 28) during pre-1970 Office of Coal Research contract
studies. Reference 1 reports on the thermal-shock stability,
thermal-expansion compatibility, molten-slag resistance and
hot-corrosion protection of SiC-clad TEC. Recent EPRI-supported work
on coal-fired recuperators and regenerators further supports SiC as a
high-temperature heat-receiving surface.
Now Thermo Electron Corporation (TECO) is testing a series of SiC-
clad TEC diodes in fossil-fuel combustion products. One with a 1730
KW emitter passed 3500 hours (early December 1980) and is continuing
(over 4700 hours in mid January 1981). Tests after over 5000 hours
for another SiC-clad converter with a 1630 KW emitter yielded grati-
fying results (ref. 28):
"Electron microprobe analysis showed no evidence of any
reaction between the interfaces of the tungsten, graphite,
and silicon carbide. X-ray diffraction patterns of the
silicon carbide were compared to those from unfired silicon
carbide. The patterns were essentially identical and
showed primarily silicon carbide. Knoop microhardness
tests indicated there was no change in the hardness during
the life test. The hardness at the dome was KHN 2600. The
following impurities were found on the dome area of the hot
shell: aluminum, magnesium, potassium, and iron. The
first three probably originated from the furnace firebrick
and the iron from the melted flue pipe. Significantly, no
chemical reactions between these elements and the silicon
carbide were indicated. Apparently, no change or degrada-
tion to the composite shell resulted from the 5000 hours
operation."
TECO also revealed that TEC fabrication based on chemical vapor depo-
sition (CVD) with suitable SiC cladding is more economical than con-
ventional fabrication for lower-temperature superalloy protection.
The laminar W, graphite (C), SiC dome (emitter, thermal-expansion
adapter, protective coating) can also be manufactured on reusable
mandrels. So directly-fired TEC appears cost-effective as well as
feasible. TECO has also demonstrated adaptability of their methods
to produce SiC-clad MFHP (metallic-fluid heat pipe) envelopes.
Now TEC TOP definitely appears credible.
A special adaption with broad applicability is combustion augmentation
with TEC (CATEC): Here combustor wall protection, combustion-air preheat-
ing, supply of appropriately cooled effluent to lower-temperature conversion
or process systems and additional power generation all derive from TEC. And
although the heat passing through TEC in CATEC is a relatively small frac-
tion of the total plant thermal power, existing capabilities allow definite
OPE and COE improvements that increase substantially for fully matured tech-
nology. Furthermore fluid-fueled and coal-fired atmospheric CATEC as well
as pressurized versions enable TEC TOP with minimal cost and facility per-
turbation. Therefore the market-penetration probability appears promising
for CATEC.
For these reasons this report presents a brief description of CATEC and
a pertinent program-management plan with critical-path definition.
Current CATEC Capability for Combined Cycles with Integrated Gasifiers
Most OPE, COE evaluations for advanced conversion systems compare re-
sults derived from projections of fully matured technologies (fig. 1,
ref 17). Perhaps this comparison is as equitable as any because all speci-
mens are cut after ramming them against technological end-stops which are
subject to detailed examination and discussion. The other extreme of the
comparative distribution includes those conversion systems already in opera-
tion. The spectrum between these limits is variegated with differing de-
grees of completion, competitiveness and conscience. So the "take your best
shot" approach seems a legitimate one.
But estimating near-term market-penetration probabilities requires de-
terminations based on current capabilities. Operating under such a mandate
Rasor Associates, Incorporated (RAI) and Thermo Electron Corporation (TECO)
presented conceptual analyses of pressurized CATEC with gas turbines and
combined cycles to Department of Energy (DOE) representatives in the spring
of 1980: Existing TEC performance and fabrication technologies enable small
improvements in gas-turbine and combined-cycle OPE' s and COE's. The gains
for current pressurized-CATEC capabilities can also be characterized as
equivalent to about a 200°F increase in gas-turbine-inlet temperatures
initially ranging up to 2200°F. For second-generation TEC this effective
gain is over 370°F - still higher for the third generation.
More detailed analyses of effects for existing pressurized-CATEC tech-
nologies utilized with combined cycles having integrated gasifiers became
available to DOE in December 1981: Then TECO (Brown Boveri Turbomachinery,
Stone and Webster Engineering) and RAI (United Technologies Corporation,
Foster Wheeler Development Corporation, Bechtel National Incorporated) teams
presented findings for initial design studies and cost evaluations. Those
results with descriptions and discussions will be issued shortly as RAI and
TECO topical reports for DOE.
Interim indications of improvements possible for current CATEC capabil-
itie^ used with combined cycles having integrated gasifiers are a3.7£ in-
crease in OPE ( 70% marginal efficiency) and a 2.5% decrease in COE (margi-
nal COE 15% lower than baseline). Fully matured CATEC technologies should
effect half-order-of-magnitude gains over these enhancements.
As previously observed only about 10% of the total plant thermal-power
throughput enters the TEC in CATEC. So large TEC-TOP improvements like
those of figure 1 and the increase from 43.4% to over 51% (ref. 17) for MHD,
steam "reference plant 3" (ref. 29) are impossible. And CATEC performance
is even further from efficiencies over 40% predictable for fully matured
high temperature, high-power-density TEC used alone to convert fossil-fuel
combustion directly to bath-side low-voltage direct current for electrolytic
plants.. But CATEC requires only combustor modification or replacement - not
complete new plants. CATEC offers relatively low cost, low plant perturba-
tion: low risk.
A CATEC Program-Management Plan
The CATEC concept originated in the TEC applied-research and technology
(ART) program supported by DOE. When conceptual CATEC analyses revealed
feasibility, even for current TEC capabilities, more intensive work began on
















250000 Compatible Protective-Clad Systems
260000 Heat Pipes
270000 to 290000 To. Be Assigned
300000 TEC Applications Development and Support (ADS)
310000 CATEC
320000 TEC TOP: Steam Turbines
330000 TEC TOP: Advanced Conversion Systems
340000 TEC Process Heating
350000 TEC Cogeneration
360000 MHD, TEC, Steam Systems
370000 Advanced TEC Applications (Lasers, Fusion...)
380000 and 390000 To Be Assigned
400000 TEC Field Evaluation and Demonstration (FED)
410000 to 490000 Similar to 310000 to 390000 at Expanded Level
500000 TEC Commercial Activation and Operation (CAO)
510000 to 590000 Similar to 410000 to 490000 at Expanded Level
600000 to 900000 To Be Assigned
Of course the program-management-plan section of interest in this report is
310000: CATEC.
Project Management for the DOE TEC Program fleshed out a three-phase
CATEC ADS plan for fluid-fueled atmospheric, pressurized and coal-fired ver-
sions (refs. 30 to 33). In July 1980 DOE Program Management in consultation
with primary contractors (RAI and TECO) reviewed precedences and durations
for the numerous steps of the proposed CATEC ADS schedule. And by the end
of July 1980 condensed Gantt charts for the three phases of the CATEC ADS
plan were available.
Subsequently cooperation with The Aerospace Corporation (AC) initiated
adaptation of the three-phase CATEC-ADS plan to the computerized Program
Management System (PMS) provided to DOE. A brief report by AC project pro-
fessional Harsha Reddy follows directly.
ABSTRACT
A project to provide the DOE, Division of Fossil Energy, with a Criti-
cal Path Method (CPM) Program Management System (PMS) for the Thermi-
onic Energy Conversion Program is described. This system will be used
to facilitate mission-oriented program planning, replanning; program
management, redirection; resource allocation, reallocation; and re-
sponse to (1) higher levels within DOE, (2) congressional inquiries,
(3) executive department requests (for example OMB) and (4) other
sources of question or interest.
INTRODUCTION
The Aerospace Corporation has performed computer modeling activities
for the Manager of the Thermionic Energy Conversion Program in Fossil
Energy by structuring the program management system for thermionic en-
ergy conversion research, development and demonstration (RD&D). This
management system will be used for subsequent replanning, management
and control.
This system has been applied to other energy RD&D programs and gener-
ally includes (1) program modeling, (2) network analysis, (3) special
network activities and (4) requirements analysis for critical-path-
method (CPM) transition. In the case of thermionic energy conversion
only program modeling and network analysis were performed; further ef-
fort has been postponed until program funding uncertainties are settled.
OBJECTIVE
This project was undertaken to provide a program planning and manage-
ment tool to facilitate mission oriented program planning, replanning,
program direction, redirection; resource allocation, reallocation; and
response to (1) higher levels within DOE, (2) congressional inquiries,
(3) executive department requests (for example OMB) and (4) other
sources of question or interest.
IMPLEMENTATION
A proprietary CPM software package called "Project 2" was used. This
package was originally used for planning and management of construction
projects. Aerospace has pioneered its use for RD&D program planning>
replanning and management.
The system comprises a primary data base and eight processors for basic
network analysis, CPM scheduling, target (schedule) processing, network
graphics, resource and cost allocation, resource constraining, multi-
project processing and project cost processing. This combination
. enables the user to conduct a wide spectrum of planning, scheduling,
and resource requirement analyses, as well as providing a program and
project progress tracking capability. Over 60 different reporting for-
mats may be generated, allowing.the individual user to select those
which are most useful and which are consistent with the printing and
graphics equipment available.
The following five formats were generated for the Thermionic Energy
Conversion Program:
1. Planning Schedule - a format lists activity numbers, descriptions
(titles), activity durations, early and late start and finish times by
calendar date, as well as month number (within the program calendar),
and "float" or allowable slippage time. It also identifies
"successor" activities by assigned number.
2. Network Analysis - this format displays activity chronology (dura-
tion, start and finish, float) as well as precedent and successor data
(number, name and nature of relationship).
3. Network Listing - a basic listing by numbers of activities in the
network gives durations.
4. Network Plot - a graphic displays activities and milestones, giving
chronology and depicting the interties between activities. Critical
paths are identified.
5. Gantt (Bar) Chart - various forms can be generated showing early
and late starts and durations.
7STATUS
To initiate the program modeling activity NASA LeRC, Cleveland, who are
the technical coordinators of the DOE Thermionic Energy Conversion Pro-
gram, provided a work-breakdown structure. Using this structure a net-
work was generated. Later in the development, detailed descriptions of
activities pertaining to research, development and technology (RD&T)
and combustor augmentation with thermionic energy conversion (CATEC)
were made available. Some modifications of the original network make
it consistent with the descriptions. No detailed work-breakdown struc-
ture for the alternate applications of thermionic energy conversion
were available; therefore they were not included in the network. A
code structure for the activities of the Thermionic Energy Conversion
Program was developed based on that of the Phosphoric Acid and Molten
Carbonate Fuel Cell programs.
At this juncture funding issues for the TEC Program are not resolved
and the future of the program is uncertain; therefore DOE directed
Aerospace to suspend the program modeling activities until further
notice.
The enclosed set of reports includes the latest information received
from the program participants. This information is also stored on com-
puter tape at the Aerospace Corporation for future reference.
Selected Outputs from the CATEC-ADS Management Plan
Of the various AC PMS outputs for CATEC ADS three epitomize the schedu-
lar guidance and control with comparative compactness: The "Planning Sche-
dule," "Bar Chart Graphics" (Gantt Chart) and "Activity-on-the-Node Network
Diagrams" project accomplishments required to complete the three-phase
CATEC-FED Program by November 1, 1989 after initiation on January 1, 1982.
Although the practical and desired approach requires beginning all three
CATEC phases (31...0, fluid-fueled atmospheric 31...1, pressurized 31...2
and coal-fired 31...3) at once and finishing each as soon as possible (Plan-
ning Schedule "early" dates and Gantt Chart closed bars), the outputs also
show "lag" times corresponding to a simultaneous finish (Planning Schedule
"late" dates and Gantt Chart open-top bars). These are exemplary demonstra-
tions of PMS versatility and adaptability.
In addition to 31.... designating CATEC and 31...0 to 31...3 relating to
all or each of the CATEC phases the third digit from the left indicates a
generic activity category; the fourth, a specific activity area; and the
fifth, the particular activity serial number. For example 3110.. means
CATEC Feasibility Studies; 3111.., CATEC Performance Inputs; and 311110, TEC
Performance Inputs and Modeling, which apply to all three phases. This ac-
tivity 311110 stands at the beginning of all the PMS outputs for CATEC ADS
included here.
Perhaps the most informative of these but also the most cumbersome is
the Activity-on-the-Node Network Diagram. This form clearly shows the pro-
gram flow as well as the critical-path characterisitcs and activities.
Individual activity sheets for AC PMS also carry detailed resource and
accounting information as well as technical descriptions and accomplish-
ments. Thus in addition to program planning, management and adjustment this
form of computer implementation facilitates effective archival capability.
8Initiating and maintaining such a PMS project absorb substantial re-
sources for some time. And this may not be advisble for all programs - par-
ticularly small, strongly ART types struggling to maintain a critical ac-
tivity level. But after the throes of initiation, debugging and submission
to the reporting regimen, PMS offers some definite guidance and control
advantages.
/
Essential TEC ART (100000 series) and,TEC-Heating ART (200000 series) are
absent in all PMS outputs related to the "critical path method" (CPM). This
absence derives from a primary premise (Project 2 Basic Manual): "CPM was
designed for and is useful on projects where the duration of each activity
can be estimated with reasonable certainty." And research defies scheduling.
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SYS INTEG ESD AND ANAL MODELING; SINK ACTIVITY . ; ; . . . ; ; ; ; . ; ; . ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ;
NON-TEC CONVERSION SYSTEMS ESDSINK ACTIVITY. . ; . ; . ; ; . . ; . . ; ; . . ; ; . . ; ; . . .
NON-TEC CONVERSION SYSTEMS ESDSINK ACTIVITY . . , . ; . . . ; . . . ; . . ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; . .
NON-TEC CONVERSION SYSTEMS ESDSINK ACTIVITY. ' ; ; ; ; . ; ; ; . ; . . ; ' ; ; ; . . . ;
POWER CONDITIONING SYSTEMS ESD
SINK ACTIVITY
POWER CONDITIONING SYSTEMS ESD
SINK ACTIVITY
POWER CONDITIONING SYSTEMS ESD
SINK ACTIVITY . ' . ' . . ' . . ' ' . ' . ' .
POLLUTION CONTROL SYSTEMS ESD
. SINK ACTIVITY ; ; . . ;
POLLUTION CONTROL SYSTEMS ESDSINK ACTIVITY. . . ' . ; ; ;
; ; ; SORT NODES ; ;
JDE=0/F DURA-' ' S T A; . ; ; ; ;;;;.';;;;;; CODE ; ; TION ; EARLY ;
; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; o . ; ' ; ; i s . ; ; I.FEBSS. ; ;
0 24 1APR83; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; . ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; . . ; ; ; ; ; 1 6 . . ; ;
0 30 1AUG83 '; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; 2 0
; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; o ; ; ; ; ; i s ; ; ; IFEBSS; ; ;
0 24 1APR83
; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; . ' ; i & . ;
0 30 1AUGS3
; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; 2 0 . . . . ;
; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; o ; ; ; ; ; i s ; ; ; I.FEBSS; ; ;
0 24 1APR83
; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; . ; ; ; ; ; ; . ; ; ; ; ; . 1 6 ; ; ; ;
0 30 ' 1AUG83; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; . ; ; ; ; . .2.0 ; ; ; ;
; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ' ; o ; ; ; ; i s ; ; IFEBSS ; ;
0 24 1APR83
: : : ; : : ; ; ; ; ; : ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; : ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; . 1 6 . : : ;
0 30 1AUG83;;;;;;;;;';;;';;;;;;;';;;; ; ; ; ' ; ; ; ; 20. . ; ;
; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; o ; ; ; ; ; i s . ; ; IFEBSS ; ;
0 24 1APR83
; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; i & . .
0 30 1AUG83
' ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ' ; ; ; ; ; ; ' ; ; ; ; ; ; ' ; ; ; ; 2 0
0 18 1FEB83; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ' ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; 1 4
0 24 1APR83











; . 7.2. ; ;
1JUN87
. 66 ; ;
1JUN88
. 7 8





















1MAR85; ; . .39. . ; .
1JAN86
49
1JUL84; .31 . . ;
1MAR85
.39
1JAN86; ; . .49.
1JUL84; ; 31 . ;
1MAR85
39
1JAN86; . 49. ;
; . . 31 ; ; ;
1MAR85; . . 3.9 ;
1JAN86










I' S HLATE ' ; ;
1NOVS9
'.'. . 95 ; ; ;




'.'. . 95 ; ;
1NOV89
. . . 9 5 ;
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1NOV899 5 ; ;
1NOV89
\ 95
1NOV89; ; 95 ;
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; 5&; ;
; 46 ; ;
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; ; .56; ; ;
. . 46'.
; ; 64; ; ;
: : :": : :
46. ;
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TABLE I - Continued.
ACTIVITY ; ;
: : : '.ms.u :
316411
'. '. '. 31 641 2
i ; i 3.16413
'. '. '. 316511
316512
'. '. '. 316513




'. '. '. 316712
316713
; '. '. 316811;
; ; ; 316812;
316813
316911
;;;;;;;; D. E s c R x p; T i o n ; ; ; ;






FUEL SYSTEMS EXDSINK. ACTIVITY ; ; ; ; ;
HEAT EX'C'H EXD
; SINK. ACTIVITY ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ;
HEAT EXCH EXDSINK. ACTIVITY; . . . . ; ; ; . . ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; . ; ; ; .







PROCESS INSTR, CNTRLS, SAFETY EXD
SINK ACTIVITY
PROCESS INSTR, CNTRLS, SAFETY EXDSINK ACTIVITY ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; . .
PROCESS INSTR, CNTRLS, SAFETY EXD
SINK. ACTIVITY
SYS INTG EXD X ANAL MODELING
SINK ACTIVITY. '. . ' . . . ' . ' . . . . . ' . ' . . . ' . ' . ' . ' . ' . ' .
SYS INTO EXD 8 ANAL MODELING
SINK ACTIVITY
SYS INTG EXD X ANAL MODELING
SINK ACTIVITY




. . ; ; ; . . . ; ; ; . . ; ; ; ; ; ; CODE ;
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0'
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. . . 9 5
1NOV8995. . . ;
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.64; ; ;
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TABLE I - Concluded.
ACTIVITY ;
'. '. 316912. ;
'. . . 316913 ;
'. '. ', .31.7111. ;
'. '. 317 112
c. '. ; 3.1711.3. ;
; ! ; 318111 ;
'. '. '. 318112 ',
'. '. '. 318113
; 318211.
; ; '. 318212
'. '. '. 318213
'. '. 3.1.8221
318222
'. . ; 318223;
'.'..'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'..'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'''.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'..'.'.'.'.'.'.'. SORT. ; ;
MODE'=0/F
D E S C R I P T I O N ; ; ; ;
AUX SYS TESTING & MODIFSINK .ACTIVITY. . . . ; ; ..;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
AUX SYS TESTING & MODIFSINK ACTIVITY ; ; . . ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ;
COMBUSTOR SPECPRECEDES 3.1171.1. . . . ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ;
'COMBUSTOR SPECPRECEDES 3 1171 2 . . . . ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ;
COMBUSTOR SPECPRECEDES. ; ; ; .311713; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ' ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ;
IMPACT IDENTIFICATION
PRECEDES . .31.1.92.1 ..['.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.
IMPACT IDENTIFICATION
; PRECEDES. . . ; 311922. ..'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.
IMPACT IDENTIFICATION
; PRECEDES; ; . ; .311.923 ...;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
PRELIM MARKET SURVEYPRECEDES. 311911. . . . ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ;
PRELIM MARKET SURVEYPRECEDES 3.1.1912 . . . ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; . ; . ; . ; ; ;
PRELIM MARKET SURVEY; PRECEDES . . . 31.1913 .;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
MARKET ANALYSIS
. SINK ACTIVITY. . . ; . . . . ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; . ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ;
MARKET ANALYSIS
SINK. ACTIVITY . . '. '.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.
MARKET ANALYSIS
. SINK ACTIVITY
NODES ; ; ; ; ' ; ; ; ; / ; ; ; ; ' ; ; ; ; ; ; ;
DURA- S T A
CODE T.I.ON. EARLY
0 24 1APR83; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; . ; ; ; ; ; i &
0 30 1AUG83
;;;;;;;;;;;....;;;;; 20. ; . . .
0 2 1JAN82
1
; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; o ; ; ; ; ; ; 2 ; ; ; XJANS^; ; ;
;;;;;;;;;;; o; ;;;;; 2 ;; IJ.ANSZ; ; ;
0 4 1JAN82
1
; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; o . ; ; ; ; ; > ; ; ; XJAN.SZ; ; ;
; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ° ; ; ; ; ; ; 4 ; ; ; UAN82 ; ;
; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; A ; ; ; ; ; 4 ; ; ; x JANS 2 ; ; ;
; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; o ; ; ; ; ; ; 4 ; ; ; IJ.ANSZ' ; ;
; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; o . ; ; ; ; ; ; < » ; ; ; IJANSZ; ; ;
0 12 1FEB83
14
0 12 1APR83;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;/;; . i& .'.'.'.
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0 0
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Phase 2 results using 30-year levelized cost in mid-1975 dollars. Fuel cost assumed constant
PROJECT THEflH SKIRT 1 JBNS2 THERMIONIC ENERGY CONVERSION
PLOT iHERn COHPLETION i Novas HUSH LEKIS RESEDRCH CENTER
•mmn*Mi flEflOSPRCE C1KPORRTION




If BBB CHBfll GRRPHICS
RLi 1 08113) PBOE 1 SHEET 1
1 I"** ' 1909 1 IBM IMfQfil
« 311110 >TEC PERFORNRNCE INPUTS < HOOELINO 1JRN82 D-l
< 311110 >HEfll innNF PEBF IHPUTS < MODELING 1J.RH82 D-l
< 3111G1 >CONBUaTOH PERF INPUTS < MODELING IJKNgi D-2
« S1116J >CaNSUS70n PERF MPU7S < MUELIIKJ 1JHK8S 0-2
« 3111B3 >C«BBUS10B PERF INPUTS < nOOELINC 1JRN82 D-2
« 311210 >CRTEC-C<»PONEHTS LIFETIME INPUTS COHVEDTER 1JRHS2 0-2
« 311310 >TEC-flm PROTECTIVE CLBO INPUTS Ufl»82 0-2
« aillllO >TEC - FRRRICRTION INPUTS Ufl»82 0-1
< all«0 >HP «ND HX FRBRICRTION INPUTS 1JBN02 0-1
• 3111IJ1 >COnSUSTOH FRB IKPUTS 1JRII02 0-2
< aiivu2 >cgnausTOR FOB INPUTS URN82 0-2
' aligns >cgnBusTgR FRB INPUTS uflxaj 0-2
« 911G10 >CnTEC-COHPONENTS COST I»PU13-CO«»EH1EB 1FEB82 0-1
< 3115H1 >CRTEC-CO«PONENTS COST INPUTS ICOHBUSTOR1 1JRNB2D-2
< ailG<l2 ^CDTEC-CONPONENTS COST INPUTS ICOHBUSTOR) 1JHHB2 0-2
« 311543 >CRTEC-COHPaHENTS COST INPUTS ICOKBUSTgH) URN82 0-2
< 311811 >OT,ST.CC RNO INDUS PIC INPUTS 1JRNB2 0-2
< 311012 >GT.ST,CC RND INDUS P«C INPUTS 1JRHS2 D-2
' 311613 >GT.ST.CC RHO INDUS P<C INPUTS 1JRNS2 0-2
' 311711 >COHCEPTURL DESIONS flllo REViaiONS limRB2 0-4
' 311112 >CONCEPTURL DESIGN RND REVISIONS 1NRH02 D-S
• 311721 >CO«CEPTURL P UNO C APPRO* RND ITERRTIONS 1HRRG2 0-4
* S11722 >CQNCEPTURL P4C RPPROX AND ITEHflTIQNS 1HRHS2 D-S
« 311723 >COHCEPTURL PIC flPPROX flNQ ITERRTIONS 1KRRS2 0-10
' 311731 >CBITIC(1L CONCEPTUAL DESIGN REVIEN 1JUL8
* 311132 >CRITICRL CONCEPTURL DESIGN REVIEH 1
< 311733 ^CRITICRL COKCEPTURL OE3IGN REVIEN
* ailSH >UP6RflOEO DESI&N9tP4C CttiCa
• 311812 ^UPGRADED OESIOUS.PIC CflLCS
« allBia >UPGRRDED DESIGNS, PIC CRLCS
< 311811 >EV«L B1 INDUS ORG. HUSH, DOE ETC
< 311812 >EVRL Bt INDU3 OBO. NRSR. DOE ETC
























D-3 1 1 1SE
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PLOT THEHM COMPLETION 1 NOV99
MI MTI ftuaii
NRSR LEXIS RESEARCH CENTER IUDE 0/F
REROSPACE CORPORRTION SORT NODES INTEHVRLi 1 DAY IS)
< 311621 'CRTEC PROG DP
< 311922 'CRTEC PROG DP
< 911929 'CRTEC PROG DP
< 312111 'INTEG ANRL MODELING. PARRMETRIC CRLCS.CONP. SEL.
< 312112 'INTEG ANRL MODELING, PRRRMETRIC CRLCS.COMP. SEL.
« 312113 'INTEG ANAL MODELING, PARAMETRIC CRLCS.COMP. SEL.
' 312311 'PROTO TEC OES < FR9 MODIF
< 312312 'PROTO TEC DES 4 FRB MOOIF
« 812313 'PROTO TEC DES 4 FRB MODIF
< 812321 »P«L TESTS OF TEC MODULES
' 312322 >P«L TESTS OF TEC MODULES
* 812323 'P4L TESTS OF TEC MODULES
< 312411 'OVERALL CATEC APPL DESIGN
' 312IJ12 'OVERALL CATEC APPL DESIGN
• 3121113 'OVERRLL CfllEC RPPL DESIGN
< 812511 'CRTEC APPL INTEHRCTIONS STUDIES
« 812612 'CRTEC APPL INTERRTIOHS STUDIES
< 812S13 'CRTEC APPL INTERRTIONS STUDIES
* 312611 'DETAILED OUOS OF CRTEC RPPL DESIGNS
* 312612 'DETAILED OUGS OF CRTEC RPPL DESIGNS
< 812618 'DETAILED OUOS OF CRTEC APPL DESIGNS
« 812711 'DETAILED EST OF CORPS. OVERRLL P<L,MRINT NEEDS
• 312712 'DETAILED EST OF COMPS, OVERRLL P4L.NRINT NEEDS
< 912713 'DETAILED EST OF COUPS. OVERRLL P4L.NRINT NEEDS
' 812611 'DETRILED CATEC APPL COST RNRLY
< 312812 'DETAILED CATEC APPL COST «»AL
< 812813 'DETRILEO CRTEC RPPL COST AURL
< 812811 'CRTEC RPPL OESIOU REVIEU RNO REFINE
« 312912 'CATEC RPPL DESIGN AEVIEU AND REFINE
< 912913 'CATEC APPL DESIGN AEVIEU AND REFINE
• 818111 >D AND F OF TEC PROTOTYPES
< 813112 'D AND F OF TEC PAOTOTYPES
« 313113 >D AND f OF TEC PAOTOTYPES
« 813121 'INTEG AOAPS. FRCILS. INSTAS.,'4 CTAL INSTALL
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OCT03 0-3 l~~*
1 D-2 CH JAJIQ.I
EP93 D-2 1 1 1
1JRH94 D-2
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PflGE Z SHEET 1
j IP In in In U U in 13 la 1







NRSR LEU IS RESERRCH CENTER
REROSPRCE CORPORATION
* 313122 MNTEQ RDflPS. FRCILS. INS1HS, « CTRL INSTflLL
' 313123 MHTEO RORP3, FACILS. INSTHS. < CTRL INSTALL
' 319131 MNTEO PHOTO TE9TO IDBE CONTROL]
* 313132 MNTEO PHOTO TESTOIDOE CONTBOU
' 913133 MNTEO PROTO TE9TOIDOE CONTROL!
• 313211 >CRTEC SEOMENT DESIGN AND FRCIL IOENT
/
< 313212 >CRTEC SEGMENT DE9ICN UNO FRCIL INDENT
/
< 313213 >CRTEC 9EONENT DE9IGN AND FRCIL INDENT
' 313311 >CRTEC SEQ FRB
' 313312 >CRTEC SEC FRB
1 313313 >CHTEC SED FRB
' 313111 >CRTEC 3EO FRC RORP
« 313U12 »CRTEC SEO FRC RDHP
• 313U19 >CRTEC SEQ FRC RDRP
•" 313511 >CflTEC SEO IHSTAL RNO INSTRN
< 313812 >CRTEC SEO IHSTRl RND IUSTRN
" 313513 >CRTEC SEO IHSTAL RND INSTRN
<* 313811 »CRTEC SEO 8HRKEDOHN3,nOOIF
« 313012 >CflTEC SEO SNRKEDONN3,HODIF
< 313913 >CRTEC SEO 9HRKEDONN9,«ODIF
< 913111 >CRTEC SEO PERF MRPPINO
• 313112 »CRTEC SEO PERF ItRPPINO
' 313113 >CRTEC SEO PERF HRPPIND
< 313B11 >CRTEC SEQUENT P«L TESTS
' 313812 >CRTEC SEQUENT P«L TESTS
< 313013 >CRTEC SEONENT P«L TESTS
" 913911 >CRTEC SEO EVRL, REFINE, RERUNS < REPORTS
•> 313012 »CmEC SEO EYRL, REFINE. RERUNS < REPORTS
1 313313 >CRTEC SEO E»flL, REFINE. RERUNS t REPORTS
< 31W111 MOENT TEST FRCIL « IIODIF OF CRTEC DESIONS
' 3111112 >IDE«T TE9T FRCIL 4 IIODIF if CRTEC DE8ION9
' 314113 >IDENT TEST FRCIL < IIODIF OF CRTEC OESION9
< 314211 >CRTEC FRB
" 311212 >CRTEC FRB
iggz
if in in in u u in I
P L R N N I K O S C H E D U L E
MODE 0/F
SORT NOOES INTERVALi 1 DRY 131
ID M 10
IS83
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Figure 2. - Continued.
PROJECT THEmt STRRT i jflN92
PLOT THEflll COMPLETION 1 NOV96
Ml Mil IUUH1
< 314219 'CflTEC FOB
< 3111311 'CflTEC FRCIL KDAP
« 914312 'CflTEC FRCIL RDflP
< 314313 'CflTEC FRCIL flOSP
< 3141111 'CflTEC IHSTDL < INSTfl
« 31441! 'CflTEC INSTfll < IN3TB
« 914413 'CflTEC INSTRL < INSTfl
< 314511 'CRTEC SHKKEBOHIIS < MOO IF
< 314512 >CDTEC SHflKEDOHNS < HOD IF
« 314513 'CflTEC SHffKEDOHIIS « MOO IF
< 314611 'CflTEC PEHF nflPPlHO
• 314612 >CATEC PEP.F HUPPING
IHEflHIONIC EHEBOt CONVERSION P . 0 S C H E D U L E
NRSR LENIS BE3EBBCH CENTER N90E 0/F
AERBSPRCE CBRPORKTION SORT NODE9 ^ITERVBLi 1 Dflt IS)
1 I88Z 1 1983 1 IBn
< 314711 'CB7EC PERF. VEBIF 4 LIFE E9TIII TESTS
' 314712 'CflTEC PEBF. YEBIF < LIFE E31IB TESTS
« 314713 >CRTEC PEflF. »ERIF « LIFE E3TIH TESTS
< 314811 >CB1EC EVRL, REFIHE. RERUNS < REPORTS
« 314612 >CRTEC EVRL, REFINE, RERUNS 4 REPORTS
< S1491S >CflTEC EVRL, HEFINE, RERUNS < REPORTS
< S14S11 »PUSLIC DEHO RHO FED
• 314912 >PUBLIC DEMO RND FED
• 314913 'PUBLIC DEHg BHO FED
< 316111 'PROTECTIVE CLAD E<D IPILBT LINE)
< 315112 'PROTECTIVE CLflD E«D IPIL07 LINE)
« 316113 'PROTECTIVE CLRD E«D IPILOT LINE)
< 319121 'PROTECTIVE CLRD E<0 IPROOUCTIOH LINE)
* 315122 'PROTECTIVE CLflD E«0 IPHOOUCTION LINE)
< 315123 'PROTECTIVE CLflD E«D IFROBUCTIOD LINE)
• 315211 'RESERVOIR E<0
< 315212 'RESERVOIR E<0
« 315213 'RESERVOIR HO
* 315311 'HP COMPONENTS E AND D
< 315312 >HP CONPOHENTS E AND 0
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Figure 2. - Continued.
PROJECT THEfln S1Bn1 > Jfl"az THEflnlONIC ENERGY CONVERSION
PLOT THEfln CdlPLETION 1 MISS NR3R LEHI9 RESEARCH CENTER
nmniuuii flEROSPRCE CORPORRTION
< 31EUU MEC HP me am RSSLY
« 31S412 »TEC HP FflB nilQ HSSLY
< aiEiis MEC HP Ffla RND RSSLY
« 915611 »T£C HP PROCESSING RND TESTING
' 31ES12 MEC HP PROCESSING RND TESTING
' 315E13 MEC HP PROCESSING RUG TESTING
< 315011 >COMBUS1<Ifl E<0
« 815012 >CO»OUS10B E < 0
< 016813 >COKBUS10» E < 0
< 315711 >CRTEC FRB. flSSUf. INTEGRITY CHECKS
« 316112 >CRTEC fBO. R9SL.Y. IUTEGRITY CHECKS
• 315113 >CR1EC FRB. RSSLY. INTEGRITY CHECKS
• 315011 >CB1EC INSTR. C9MTROLS, SRFETY E<D
< 316012 »CBTEC INSTR, CONTROLS. SflFETY E<D
< 815813 >CRTEC INSTR, COKTROLS, SAFETY E<D
• 315911 >9YS IN1EO E<0 Rim RNRL N9GELING
• 315012 >SYS IN1EO E<0 RUG RNRL HODELING
* 91&913 >SYS IN1EG E4G RNQ RNRL HODELING
< 319111 >NON-TEC CON1ER9IOH 9Y9TEH9 E«Q
< 319112 >NON-TEC CONVERSION SY9TEN9 E<0
• 319211 -POUEB CONGITIOIIING 9Y9TEH9 E<0
• 919212 >PONER CONG IT ION ING 9Y9TEH9 E<0
< .319219 >POHER CONGITIONING 9Y9TEH9 E<0
< 310311 'POLLUTION CONTROL SYSTEH9 E<0
« 319312 >POLLUT(ON CONTROL 9Y9TEH9 EID
• 319319 >POLLUTION CONTROL SYSTEHS E<0
* 31SU11 -FUEL 9«9TENS E<0
< 3191112 "FUEL StSlENS E<0
' 91S413 >FUEL S1STEH9 E<D
< 319911 >HERT EXCH E<G
< 318512 >HERT EUCH E<D
< 319513 >HEflT EKCH E<G
' 319911 >I/F SY9TEH9 E<0
P L R N N I N G 9 C H E D U L E
HOGE fl/F
90RT KOGE9 IflTERVRLi 1 DRY 191
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